
CineQwiz Answers 
to Somewhere in Dreamland:

The QwizMaster re-reads the questions and correct answers as the players tabulate the scores.

“Hand your answer sheet to someone near you while I read the questions and correct answers.
Mark each answer with a check if your friendly rival got it right.  We can accept either A, B, C or D
or the right answer written in or both.”

The actual crib sheet that the QwizMaster reads only includes the question, correct answer and idle
chatter that may or may not be read to make the QwizMaster appear knowledgable about the films
or witty.  Your own ad-libs will be an improvement!  However, to give a better feel for the game, the
four possible answers to each question are listed.  These answers appear onscreen during the game.

1)  What shop window do the children peer into?
A)  Grocery Store
B)  Bakery
C)  Bordello
D)  Toy Store
The correct answer is B -- the Bakery Shop -- that also seems to sell ice cream cones in winter.

2)  What are the kids gathering in their wagon?
A)  Spare lumps of coal
B)  Snowballs
C)  Bailout bank money
D)  Firewood
That would be “D” -- Firewood.  They would need a bigger cart for the bank bailout moola.

3)  What color hair does the little boy have?
A)  Concord Grape Purple
B)  Black
C)  Red
D)  Blonde
“C” -- Red.  If you happen to be color blind, then you get a free pass on this one.

4)  What does the baker say in the street?
A)  On your way kids.
B)  American Idol tryouts are next week.
C)  I wonder where those children went?
D)  Would you like a job?
Since the baker had a teenager who planned to tryout for American Idol, he said “C,” I wonder
where those children went?

5)  What did the kids have for supper?
A)  Nothing
B)  Peas and carrots
C)  Plum Pudding
D)  Hard bread and milk.
D -- Hard bread and water.  I don’t remember, did they eat some of the bread or just try to eat it?
This cartoon was made in 1936 when lots of families had real problems putting food on the table.



6)  What do the kids get first when they enter Dreamland?
A)  Popcorn
B)  Toy drum and train
C)  iPods
D)  New clothes
That would be “D” -- New clothes.  They shake clothing off a tree and go offscreen a few seconds to
change into them.

7)  Where do the ice cream cones come from?
A)  Soda fountain
B)  Out of the ground
C)  Ice cream tree
D)  Betty Boop
Is anyone sure about this answer?  That’s right, it’s B.  The ice cream cones just grow out of the
ground with no dirt on them.  You can dream anything.

8)  What animals are on the cake merry-go-round?
A)  Donkeys
B)  Elephants
C)  3rd party political mascots
D)  Cows
They are all donkeys.  Maybe the animator was a Democrat.

9)  What body of water runs through Dreamland?
A)  Caramel Stream
B)  Syrup River
C)  The Hudson River
D)  Licorice Falls
B -- Syrup River, according to the sign.

10)  How does the boy prove he is awake at the end?
A)  Hits head with drumstick
B)  Throws water in face
C)  Bangs head on table
D)  Stabs bottom with a fork
He stabs his bottom with a fork.  So the answer is “D.”

And that concludes our mini-CineQwiz.  Add up the correct answers.  Does anyone have them all
correct?  

The tie-breaker question is “Which Hollywood studio released this cartoon?”  Anyone call out the
answer.  Right Paramount Pictures.  If we still have a tie I will ask: “Which cartoon studio animated
the film?”  Who knows?  Call it out.  “Somewhere in Dreamland” was made by the Max Fleischer
studio, the company that made Betty Boop and Popeye cartoons in the 1930s.

Would you like to play more CineQwiz?


